Using commas with quotation marks worksheets
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Sign up and access: All answer keys An ad-free Experience Premium/Full Screen PDF Files Unlimited Access Quotation marks for TitlesCommasLearn to correctly use commas in your writing. This page covers commas in a series, commas to offset interjections, commas in dates, and commas in addresses. Punctuation suggestionsUse
these worksheets to teach students about periods, question marks, exclamation points, and commas. Grammar worksheetsThis page has printable grammar worksheets for teaching nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, pronouns, conjunctions, and more. Read every sentence. If it is punctured correctly, the circle mark. If not used correctly,
circle the X. Select the sentence from each set that is punctured correctly. Underline the words of each speaker. Then rewrite the passage, adding quotation marks where needed. Determine whether each sentence below contains direct or indirect numbers. Type directly or indirectly on the line. If it contains direct numbers, add quotation
marks where needed. Rewrite the dialog in the speech bubbles below. Add all types of punctuation where necessary. Read the story below. Underline direct speech. Then use a colored marker or pencil to add punctuation where needed. Quotation marks are used around the titles of songs, poems, short stories, newspaper articles, and
when referring to chapters in books. Rewrite each sentence below, with punctuation correct. Not all sentences need to be changed. Rewrite the dialogue from the cartoon, using direct speech. Puncture correctly. Rewrite the indirect number as direct number. Puncture correctly. You use punctuation to indicate that you are quoting exactly
what someone said. Write a sentence that includes each of the quotes below. Puncture correctly. Add punctuation where needed in each sentence below. If the sentence is already punctured correctly, place a check mark next to the sentence. Make any other changes necessary to rewrite the sentences correctly. Copy each quotation on
the lines below. Be sure to add commas and quotation marks where they are needed. Read every sentence. If it is punctured correctly, circle smiley face. If not used correctly, circle the X. Rewrite each sentence so that it uses direct speech. Puncture correctly. Students will practice identifying correctly used quotation marks by completing
this printable activity. The instructions ask students to read through the given sentences and dial in the number of the sentences in which quotation marks are used correctly. Ideal for 3rd – 6th grade students, but can be used where appropriate.
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